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Concert Notes by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

In its own traveling big top, but much more, entrance through a big, round tent/ reception area, 

sales store- a lot t-shirts, masks, DVDs,, videos, programs, etc. , seemed to even bring own 

bathrooms, actual toilet stalls, own drink booth…big tent, 2600 seats, big circular stage blending 

back into a back area that had scores of metal poles extending into the air towards the ceiling, 

above center stage, a rigging area for ropes, props, a haphazard walkway, constructed with 

haphazard lengths of material, extending down towards back staging area…other lighting rig…a 

circus of movement and costumes…the costuming played a big part, bright colors, padding to 

create strange shapes, things protruding above the head caps, pushing out from costume, every 

one, or small groupings the same, some with spikey protrusions, some with veils…one grouping 

just like little brightly colored artichokes, just moving around…some characters present, waving 

a prop, there just to add to the scene…a constant swirl of motion and color…in beginning a 

character like a centaur comes in with a cart, then pantomimes catching sounds- bugs, cars and 

trucks/traffic, cell phones- catching them, then putting them into a machine on the cart and 

getting rid of them- suspending the outside world and entering into a rich and invigorating trip to 

planet Cirque…then performer descends with huge white wings, performers were part acrobats, 

part dancers- both modern and ballet-like- all tied together in a big spectacle….show consisted of 

different acts of acrobatics, juggling, posing and strap performing in air, as well as interspersed 

with a comedy duo, clowns, one tall thin, slicked down, the other a larger woman character, 

always stumbling, were performing in audience as the audience was arriving, sometimes the 

simplest actions produced big laughs from the audience, the laughter endears the people to the 

performer and got generous applause, swelled at curtain call…comic relief…one a magic show 

type bit, bring man from audience, then put into disappearing/change positions booth with 

curtain…another bit, the slick guy performing a song while chasing a spotlight around the stage 

and even out into audience area…one of first actions was a performance in a huge, men 

enveloping white net, the young man (who Jackie and Jonie met in the elevator with other 

performers afterwards) twisted inside and around and all over, even hanging by one hand off the 

end…another was a suspended hoop, a woman in a very tight, flesh colored outfit moved all over 

the hoop, hanging off it, creating body/hoop poses…other was pair of men working off two lines, 

eventually joining each other and kind of morphing into a single entity, or one crawling all over 

the other, feats of balance, strength, mobility, grace, daring…another bit was net performer 

between two huge bicycle wheels…juggler doing pins, soccer balls, hats, spitting ping pong balls 

high in the air…a group swinging around metal objects tied with ropes, swinging them high in 

air and catching them on the run…a grouping of three men who had one using a backward 

leaning platform and he would support, twirl partners with his legs/feet, flip the others around, 

spinning them in succession/repetition …another a “contortionist” or rather a moving body 

sculpture, a woman supporting herself often by one hand on suspended rods, then twisting, 

turning her body into amazing poses, tight costume…a group dance number featuring men doing 

Russian type twirling on knees dancing, lots of action…performer using crutches…he certainly 

looked handicapped, but that is only a relative term- he swung around, did amazing athletic feats, 

very mobile, the image of the thin, thin crutch being the only support was indeed 



thrilling…grand finale two large swing platforms, put into motion by a controller, others would 

then jump on and off then use the swing to propel high in air, landing on other swing, or on 

platform where caught by others, or flying up to be caught by big cloth banners, then slide down, 

the groupings on the swing and in the air kept changing, performers precision on and off, lots of 

action, constant movement, bright, bright costumes, definitely exhilarating…pounding 

music…music had a lot to do with the success of the production…sounded canned to me, but a 

band came out for applause at end…meanwhile, characters like the centaur, guy with a light bulb 

on head would appear, among creatures of the pole forest, trap doors in stage floor, areas that 

turned, another strap bit with others flying around, high next to the lighting rig…a lot of the 

speech was in French- didn’t matter, a wild, weird, wacky world, all together an exciting, 

colorful experience…not inspiring in that no regular person could probably even attempt 

anything like this, have to sit back and let them perform for you, amaze you, pleasure…audience 

very ready with applause, yells, screams, clap to music…performers did a lot to approach edge 

of stage and look out to connect with people’s eyes, full service performing…one bit the centaur 

character brought out a huge lumpy canvas balloon that he swung out over the 

audience…centaur character and light bulb head did a bit over changing the guy’s light bulb 


